Exit Tickets are a teaching tool that teachers can use to review the material and themes covered. At the end of class, students are given a few minutes to answer a question that reflects or expands upon the previous lesson. Provided is a small sample of questions that aim to approach a wide variety of learners and classrooms.

Exit Ticket for __________________:

Today we learned about the ways Fort William citizens dealt with issues of racism. What challenges were present in Fort William that Hungarians and Ukrainians had to deal with?

Exit Ticket for __________________:

Today we learned about the ways Fort William citizens dealt with issues of racism. Describe who enemy aliens were, and why they were feared by some Canadians.

Exit Ticket for __________________:

Today we learned about the ways Fort William citizens dealt with issues of racism. Describe one argument each for and against internment of enemy aliens, and assess their effectiveness.
Exit Ticket for ________________:

Today we learned about the ways Fort William citizens dealt with issues of racism. There are many modern Canadian issues regarding racism: connect one of them to the fears regarding enemy aliens.

Exit Ticket for ________________:

Today we learned about the ways Fort William citizens dealt with issues of racism. What solution might you have presented to the government if you were living in Fort William during World War I? Would your argument change if you were an enemy alien yourself?